
EcO3 
Sanitizing System

A Better Way To Clean



EcO₃ SANITIZING SYSTEM

Franke EcO₃ Sanitizing System, is a natural safe 
cleaner that turns common tap water into a   
powerful oxidizer that kills 99.9% of most harmful 
bacteria on hard nonporous surfaces, including- 
E. coli, salmonella and staph.
Kills bacteria 3,000 times faster than bleach and 
reduces odors.

SAFE EFFECTIVE CLEANER
Ozone (O₃) quickly attacks and eliminates 
contaminants on contact. O₃ kills the bacteria that 
cause odors, viruses that cause illness, as well as 
breaks down bio matter on surfaces that provide 
the food for microbes.

Germs and bacteria are not just a problem outside your home, but inside too.

DID YOU KNOW
You can contact food poisoning by simply touching 
a contaminated surface then placing your fingers 

in your mouth.



ADEPT TECHNOLOGY
Advanced technology, a toxic-free solution that cleans a room properly. Using a technology from a Diamond Electrode, the EcO₃ generates a  

dissolved ozone solution that is free from the effect of harsh chemicals. 
The cell is in the head of the trigger bottle that produces a powerful  
sanitizing solution for on-demand cleaning.

TAP WATER

DIAMOND
ELECTRODE

HOW IS OZONE GENERATED

OZONE
SOLUTION

Energy from the Diamond 
Electrode splits oxygen (O₂) 
into single atoms (O₁)

The single oxygen atom 
forms a weak bond with 
the free oxygen molecules 
to create (O3)

O₁ + O₂ = O₃

Once ozone contacts   
contaminants, the weak 
bond is broken, and the 
oxygen atom destroys the 
foreign bodies/materials

The only remaining by- 
product from the  
interaction is pure oxygen, 
O₂



GREEN SEAL CERTIFIED
Leadership-level criteria for sustainability.

Changing from traditional chemical cleaners to EcO₃ keeps toxic 
chemicals and containers from hurting our environment. This 
environmentally friendly, truly “green”, chemical-free solution,   
sanitizes and disinfects to protect against many common pathogens. 
It provides a healthy alternative to using harmful cleaners.

14,800 Cleaners

=
 1 EcO₃ Spray Bottle

AN ECONOMICAL SOLUTION 
One bottle of Franke EcO₃ Sanitizing 
solution has as much cleaning power 
as 14,800 cans of aerosol spray 
cleaner, making it a positive choice 
for the environment and your wal-
let. EcO₃ offers these additional  
advantages:
• One battery can produce about 

550 gallons of sanitizing solution
• The battery can be recharged up 

to 500 times for approximately 
5,000 refills of the 14-ounce 
reservoir

• The sanitizer has a limitless shelf 
life, no waste



EcO₃ SANITIZING SYSTEM
Powerful, safe, green and clean.

On Demand Spray 
Easy push button spray 
provides a sanitizer, 
cleaner and disinfectant 
when needed

Sure Grip Base
Provides a slip resistant 
rubber base to secure 
spray bottle in place

LED Indicator
Let’s you know when it 
is time to recharge the 
battery

Easy Fill Water 
Reservoir
Holds up to 14 oz 
of water

Lithium Battery
Long life lithium 
battery produces 
approximately 550 
gallons of O₃ sanitizing 
solution

EASY AS ONE-TWO-THREE
Fill, spray and wipe.

ADEPTTM

Patented diamond electrode 
converts tap water into a 
powerful non-toxic cleaning 
solution

KITCHEN APPLIANCES FOOD PREP 
AREAS

TRASH BINS

BATHROOM BABY’S ROOM TOYS

Uses around the house

COMMONLY 
TOUCHED AREAS

Model #: F03SB
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